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					Details				

				
					A complete diet for all insect-eating birds. It is also an additional food for tropical and native birds, small and large parakeets, parrots, fig parrots and lories. Insect patee is very rich in animal proteins and dried insects, ant eggs, Mexican larvae. Minimum 25 % insects. Thanks to its high content dried insects, this patee is perfectly suitable during the breeding season of European finches.
				

				
				Brand :
				
										Orlux
				
				


				
				Package :
																				200 g / 800g / 20 kg					
				
				

				
														
					Species :					
						All insect eating birds					
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		Eggfood dry European finches		
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		Breeding food Bianco		
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		Gold patee canaries 		
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		Eggfood dry Profi		
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		Remiline universal granules		
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